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l'hi Handbook is dedicated to that courageous and persistent
group of farmers and ranchmen who serve and have served as
directors of Texas cooperatives. The large number of success-
ful farm business cooperatives in the State ·is a tribute to
their vision, resourcefulness and sound judgment.
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A Co-op Director Look At His Job
At the annual stockholders' meeting of Green County Farmers
Cooperative, John Smith, a 32 year old farmer, was elected to the
board of directors. He had felt great pride when the committee
appointed to tall the ballot reported that he had won over hi
neighbor by a good margin. It was good to know that his fellow
members had confidence in his ability to see that their cooperative
operated efficiently and in their interest.
r. mith' feeling of gratification soon gave way to a feeling of
uncertainty. He had been a member of Green County Farmer Co-
operative ince it wa~ organized, but he had felt no particular respon-
ibilitie beyond patronizing the association, attending the annual memo
ber hip meeting and trying to inform himself in general about the
organization.
ow uddenl, he had new responsibilities. He began asking
him elf question: What were his responsibilities to the members who
elected him to the board? What was his responsibility to the manager
of the cooperati e and the other employees? What were hi respon-
ibilitie to the tate and Federal governments? What was hi duty
a a director to the creditor which had loaned mone to. the coopera-
ti e? What wa to be hi relationship to the ix other directors with
whom he was to erve? Did he also have a responsibility to the
public?
Each ear there are a thou and or more Texas farmer and
ranchmen who like John mith, find them elves with strange and new
responsibilities a directors of farmers' cooperatives. Laymen in many
bu ines matter, they are called upon to make decisions which vitally
affect the welfare of perhaps 200 of their neighbors and friends. The
purpo e of thi handbook for director of farmer cooperatives i to
help an wer orne of the perplexing question faced by new and old
board member .
The cooperatives of Texas are preponderantly local in scope. The
di cu sion in thi handbook will center around the local cooperative
who e problem are not a complex a tho e of the large regional
a ociation. The principles involved, however, apply equally well to
large and mall cooperatives.
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Directors' Responsibilities to Members
The framers of the Constitution of the United States recognized
that a large group of people cannot work out details of government
as successfully as a smaller group. Therefore, the citizens elect men
to represent them in the legislative bodies. Likewise, members in a
cooperative elect directors to work out and refine policies for their
business and to see that these policies are carried out.
I t is highly important for the directors to understand clearly what
their responsibilities are to these members who intrust them with their
funds, their property and their organization. A conscientious director
may well ask himself such questions as:
How can a director know what the mmnbers
want him to do?
Members adopt articles of incorporation and by-laws In which
they set out rules to govern the cooperative. Directors should follow
these documents as a guide in conducting the business. Members
usually express themselves at meetings and their discussions and action
will help the director in making his decisions. The day ~o day con·
tacts with patrons of the association and reports of the manager will
usually reflect the thinking of the members. A sudden decline in
patronage may be a danger signal to the director and cause him to
check into the cause of dissatisfaction.
What can a director do if he finds the association's
by-lau:s are out of date or are not being followed?
If the by-laws are obsolete and the best interests of the group
require a revision, he may suggest to the board that a committee be
named to prepare proposed amendments to be placed before the board
and, if approved, before the members. On the other hand, if the
by-laws are being ignored or overlooked, it is his duty to bring this
fact to the attention of the board. Directors are agents for the members
and are bound by tp.e instruction of their principals, the members.
The charter and by-laws contain a part of thes~ instructions.
By-laws give directions for making amendments and these should
be strictly followed when changes are made. Bulletin B.152, published
by the Extension Service of Texas A. & M. College, gives suggested by-
laws which may be helpful to associations studying their by-laws with
a view to revising them.
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flow can directors safeguard the investment of the
members in their cooperative?
Constant vigilance is required if directors would discharge their
responsibility to prevent loss to the association. Some important
points to watch are:
1. eeing that adequate insurance is carried on the association's
property. An insurance policy is a contract. If the associa-
tion fail to observe its obligations as set forth in the policy,
it may find itself without protection.
2. Article 5757, Texas Cooperative Marketing Act: "Each and
all officers, employees and agents, handling funds or' property
of the corporations created under this Act, or any property
or funds of any person placed under the control of, or in the
possession of, said corporation, shall be required to execute
and deliver to the corporation a bond of indemnity indemni-
fying the corporation and members against any fraudulent,
dishone t, or unlawful act on the part of such officers and
employees and other acts as provided in the by-laws of the
association. In the case the officers and directors of any
corporation authorized to be created under the provisions of
this Act, shall fail to have all officers, employees, and agents.
handling such funds or property, execute the bond provided
for herein, each and all of said officers and directors shall
be personally liable for all losses occasioned by such failure,
and which might have been recovered on said bonds." Direc-
tors must see that the required bond coverage is maintained.
3. Regular financial statements and an annual audit prepared
by an independent auditor or accounting firm should be re-
quired and analyzed by the directors to see that all funds
and property are proper!y accounted for.
4. ound business policies are just as necessary for a cooperative
a . for any ether business.
How much financial information about the
cooperative should directors give their members?
Members expect to know at regular intervals, at least once each
year, the financial condition of their cooperative. Simplified forms
for presenting a balance sheet and an operating statement are given
on pages 29 and 30 of this handbook.
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In addition to information about the cooperative as a whole,
each member is entitled to know how much his share of the year'~
savings is and how it is being distributed by the directors, how much
is being. retained in the business and for what purposes.
Can the small cooperative reduce or eliminate
bookkeeping and cut expenses?
Bookkeeping is a necessary expense, especially for a cooperative.
The directors and the manager must know at frequent intervals how
much the association owes, how much is owing to it and the equity
of its patrons. Directors should not be satisfied with less than a
monthly statement of income and expense and a balance sheet during
the active operating season. Patronage records are very much a part
of any cooperative as it must be in a position to account to its members.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue requires patronage records as proof
that the association is op·erating as a cooperative. Directors are entirely
within their rights in insisting on complete records and regular financial
statements. With less, they cannot discharge their full responsibility
to their members or the association's creditor~.
What can directors do if members call for
cash dividends?
If the association is fully capitalized, the cash refund8 should be
paid. If the margins are required to pay debts or to build capital,
the financial needs of the association should be presented to the
members. A program of member information is an important part
of a good cooperative. If members are made to see that money invested
in the cooperative is worth more to them than money in their pockets,
they will not object to receiving certificates iFlstead of cash. Well
informed members, time afte~ time, have voted to use the net savings
in the business and to forego the cash refund. Many cooperative now
operate on the revolving capital plan, retiring the oldest stock and
certificates outstanding while retaining new capital from current
patronage.
Before the declaration of a refund, directors should determine
that there are net margins from which refunds or dividends may be
paid. Directors who autho·rize payment of a refund when net margins
do not justify it "act at their peril." Disasters and near disasters have
often resulted when directors have become over-optimistic and author-
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lzed refund before ha ina a thorough examination of the as ociation s
account by an independent auditor.
In arranging for an audit, what points of agreement
hould be reached between the directors and the auditor?
Director hould engage an independent auditor who will check
to ee (1 " that accepted accounting procedure "is used and (2) that
ound busine practice are being followed; (3) who will uggest
needed changes and (4) review methods used in safeguarding ca h
and assets. They should agree on the extent of audit, the kind of
report, where work will be done, examination for compliance of the
cooperative with tate and Federal law and with the association's
by-laws and charter, and the basis for compensation. They hould
plan for the auditor to meet with the board and interpret the completed
report. An executi e es ion of the board and the auditor, with no
emplo ee pre ent, rna. be productive of comment and observation
b th auditor which ill furnish the board information which it may
u e a a ba is for correcting defects in the organization' policie or
operating personnel. tatement of auditing standards and procedure
for cooperative audit ha been prepared by the Texas Society of
Certified Public Accountant. Copies of these recommendation may
be obtained from members of the ociety or by writing to The Rou ton
Bank for Cooperative , Rou ton 1, Texas.
What responsibilities do directors have in determining
the accuracy of the co-op's inventories?
The inventory is often the largest item in current assets, particu-
larly of cooperati e in the farm supply bu iness. It is just as im-
portant that inventories be accurately counted or mea ured and valued
a that the amount of money and accounts be correctly reported. When
po ible, it is de irable to ha e the auditor supervise the taking of the
in entor at the end of the fi cal year. Frequently, this cannot be
done and a committee from the board of directors may be u ed to
take in entor and to determine the alability and value of the product
or good on hand. ince the audit i a check on the performance of
the manager and director omething more than a check of in entory
b employees i de irable.
Directors, particularly of supply association, have a responsibility
to see that inventories are kept "turning" and that they do not become
e ce ive. Frequent investigation should be made to see that capital
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does not rem-.lin tied up in stale tock and that the risk of falling
prices is reduced to the minimum.
What is the directors' duty to patrons who qualify
for membership and wish to join the association?
The by-laws usually set up the requirements for membership and
provide that the directors may admit qualified patrons after they have
acquired the equity necessary to pay their share of membership capital.
The statutes do not force a cooperative to admit an undesirable per on
to membership.
Non-member business may not exceed 50% of the total and it is
considered good cooperative practice to keep non-member bu ines
a low as possible.
What can directors do about members who move
away or quit farming and cease to be
eligible for membership?
This presents a serious problem for orne of the earlier coop r-
atives whose organization papers provided only for common tock.
tatutes and regulations governing cooperatives require that " ub~t n,
tially all" of the common stock or voting rights shall be held by pro-
ducers of agricultural products to be eligible for Federal incom tax
exemption and also to be eligible borrower from the Bank for Co-
operatives.
Associations set up with common and preferred stock often i sue
only one share of common stock to each member and is ue the re-
mainder of his stock in preferred certificates. If such a stockholder
ceases to he eligible for membership, his one share of common tock
-can be called in and paid off in cash or rei' sued a preferred stock.
'This can be done, however, only if in accordance with the a ocia-
tion's by-laws.
I t is important that directors review their lists of members at
least once each year and remove from the list having voting rights
those who are ineligible.
May directors of a c09perative make members of
all patrons by resolution?
Some associations have a policy of "making a member of any
:patron who drives on the scales." Courts have held that uch a practice
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i in ufficient to give the patron the legal status of a member. Bona
fide membership requires, as a minimum, an application from the
pro pective member and acceptance by the board. Other requirements,
uch a igning a marketing contract or purchasing stock, may be
pre cribed in the b -law .
Can directors expel a memberwhopersists in making trouble
or who refuses to live up to his contract with the .
association?
Ye ,unles there is a by-law reserving that action to the mem-
ber hip. Members may be expelled but they may not be deprived of
their property and equity in the association. If it becomes necessary to
expel a member, the by-laws and the law of incorporation should be
do ely followed.
How often should directors arrange meetings of the members?
The Texa Cooperative Marketing Act provides that "In its by-laws
each a ociation hall pro ide for one or more regular meetings an-
nuall . The board of directors shall have the right to call a pecial
meeting at any time, and ten per cent of the members or stockholders
rna. file a petition tating the specific business to be brought before
the a ociation and demand a pecial meeting at any time. Such meet-
ing mu. t thereupon be called by the directors. otice of all meetings,
togethe~ with a statement of the purposes thereof, shall be mailed to
each member at lea t ten days prior to the meeting. The by-laws may
require in tead that uch notice may be given by publication in a
newspaper of general circulation published at the principal place of
bu ines of the association."
orne co-op ha e quarterly meeting for educational purposes and
a few meet more often.
How can directors make membership meetings more
interesting and educational to the members?
People are interested in their own business. If members do not
attend the one meeting of the year when they can help shape the
program of their cooperative, it is usually because they have not been
made to realize that it is their busines. ometimes, members feel that
the director and manager want to run the cooperative and that neither
their pre ence nor their vote will change the policies of the clique.
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There are several ways in which cooperative membership meetings
can be made more interesting, informative and democratic.
1. 'Members should be given a simple and understandable finan-
cial report and an explanation of the progres and plans of
the association. On pages 29 to 31 are given simplified
forms for a balance sheet and operating statement through
which the essential figures from the audit report can be pre-
sented to the memb~rs. .
2. Members are interested in the general financial condition of
their cooperative, but more specifically in their part of any
savings. If cash patronage refunds are not paid, it helps if
members can be given some evidence of their hare in the
savings of the co-op, either in certificate or in a letter.
3. The election of director should be fair open and democratic
beyond question. If a nominating committee i u ed, it hould
be instructed to suggest at least two nominee for each
vacancy to be filled. A secret ballot should be insisted upon.
4. Give members a chance to talk and to criticise the manage-
ment if they wish. Serious consideration should be given to
any reasonable criticism offered.
5. Don't allow the meeting to be "talked to death." Talks by offi-
cer and by guest speakers should be brief and to the point.
6. A few numbers of home talent entertainment help to enli en
a meeting.
7. The annual barbecue in connection with the membership
meeting is becoming a custom with many cooperatives. Eating
and visiting together help to knit the membership closer to-
gether and give opportunity for informal conversation be-
tween the manager and director and the patron .
8. Announce the meeting well in advance. Keep reminding mem-
bers of it by letters, newspapers, radio and whatever mean
of publicity are available.
Additional suggestions may be found in Farm Credit Administra-
tion Miscellaneous Report o. 92, "Making the Most of Your Co-op
Annual Meeting."
What is the responsibility of directors for giving melnbers
information about their cooperative?
Only in large cooperatives i it practicable to employ field me.n or
educational directors to spread cooperative information among the
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members. In the a erage aSSOcIatIOn the responsibility falls on the
director and their paid workers. The manager usually makes more
frequent contact with members than any other person. Directors should
see that he is familiar with the principles and practices of cooperative
work. orne associations send out news letters to the members from time
to time. Maximum use hould be made of meetings and more than one
each year should be held if necessary.
If operating results have been disappointing and have
resulted in loss, how much should the directors tell
the members?
Confidence begets confidence. Members will take bad news if it
comes to them straight. uspicions are aroused when members get
rumors instead of straight-forward reports.
Who in a cooperative has authority to act for the
corporation?
The directors po ses all corporate powers of the association not
pecifically reserved to the members. Officers and employees of the
a ociation have only uch authority as the board has conferred on
them.
Can members remove a director before the expiration of
his term?
The Texas Cooperative Marketing Act contains the following pro-
vision: "Any member may bring charges against an officer or director
by fiFng them in writing with the secretary of the association, together
with a petition signed by ten per cent of the members, requesting the
removal of the officers or director in question. The removal shall be
voted upon at the next regular or special meeting of the association, and
b a vote of a majority of the members, the association may remove
the officer or director and fill the vacancy. The director or officer
again t whom such charge have been brought shall be informed in
writing of the charge pre ious to the meeting and shall have an op'
portunity at the meeting to be heard in person or by counsel and to
pre ent witnesses; and the person or persons bringing the chargea
against him shall have the same opportunity."
What is to prevent a director from using his position as
director for personal profit?
The courts often refer to cooperative directors as "agents," "fidu-
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ciaries," "trustees" of the corporate property of the members. The
most scrupulous good faith toward the association and its members is
required. This responsibility does not necessarily guarantee the success
of the· cooperative. Directors should exercise the care that ordinarily
prudent and diligent men would exercise under similar circumstances.
They are required to act in good faith and may not acquire any inter-
est hostile to the interests of the stockholders.
Are directors of a cooperative personally liable for their
official acts?
On page 7 it is explained that directors who fail to have their
responsible officers and employees bonded may be held personally
liable for loss. It is a tribute to the character of cooperative directors
that they are seldom required to assume personal liability. Judge L. S.
Hulbert, in "Legal Phases of Cooperative Associations" says, in part:
"All authorities agree that an association may recover from its direc-
tors any loss suffered because of their fraud or dishonesty. Gross
negligence on the part of directors which permits other directors to
defraud an association will render all of them liable. Inattention on the
part of a director may render him liable to his association, at least in
those instances in which attention to duty should have prevented the
loss of a specific amount. Illness or other sufficient cause will excuse
failure to attend board meetings."
When a director is elected from a certain district, is it his
responsibility fo represent the members residing in that
district only?
No. He represents the corporation as a whole and works for
the best interest of the cooperative and its members in all districts.
If a new board of directors is elected, is it bound by the
actions of the old board?
A change in membership of the board does not repeal or cancel
official actions of the board as previously constituted. Contracts
entered into by the board are binding on the corporation unless it
can be proved that such contracts are fraudulent. In such case, legal
relief is provided.
Why must directors treat members and non-members equally?
If it is proposed to operate the cooperative as a non-profit business,
it cannot make a profit off of certain patrons and pay it to others.
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The charter member of associatioJls are sometimes inclined to penalize
patrons who did not help finance the co-op in its early and difficult
day. They may discriminate on prices or withhold refunds or refu e
to admit them to member hip.
Both capital and volume of busines are necessary if the coopera-
tive is to succeed. The late comer may have bought no stock for
ca h, but if he brings volume of business, he will soon be making a
purchase of stock by the margins he leaves in the association.
Unequal treatment of patrons in business transactions including
fixing prices or allocating savings, destroys the non-profit status of a
cooperative, is contrary to the purpose and the intent of the enabling
tatute , and make it liable for Federal income tax.
What fundamental rights do members have which
cooperative directors should respect?
Members have the right to:
1. Elect and remove directors of the a sociation.
2. .dopt and amend by-laws.
3. Increase or decrea e the capitalization; approve loans under
special circumstan~es; and adopt marketing contracts and
other contractual arrangements between the members and the
cooperative.
4. Require officers, directors, and other agents to comply with
the law under which the association was set up and with its
articles of incorporation, by-laws, and marketing contracts.
5. Hold directors and officers who fail so to comply liable for
any losses caused members by failure.
6. Examine the association's books and records and its property,
when the request is made in good faith and at a proper time.
Respoll§ihilities of Directors to Their
Manager and Employees
What is the official relationship between cooperative
directors and their manager?
The board of directors as a unit is the employer-the manager,
an employee, but there is much more to the relationship than that.
Together, the directors and the manager make up the management
team. Directors choose the manager, counsel with him and require
of him strict accounting for the operation of the cooperative.
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Can directors hire a good manager, tell him what they
want done and then go home and leave the business of
a cooperative to him?
A board of directors can delegate authority but it cannot e cape
responsibility for directing and supervising the business. It i just
as much their duty to check up and see that policies are followed as
it is to formulate the policies.
Will the manager feel that the directors are ''policing'' him
when they require regular accounting and check into
operating results?
Directors can play their part on the management team onl if
they are informed about the business. The are not di charging their
responsibilities to the manager or the members if they do not make
regular and careful examination of the as ociation's affairs. The
board not only makes policies, but it is charged with eeing that the
policies are carried out and determining if the desired results are
obtained. The board is checking up on itself and the soundne s of its
policies as well as on the manager.
Should directors hold frequent executive meetings?
I t is doubtful if a board of directors should hold an executive
session at which the manager is not present, except when discussing
a change in manager or an adjustment in his salary, or when consid-
eration is being given to the auditor's report. The manager should
have first hand knowledge of the thinking and di cus ions of the
board. .The manager who is repeatedly too bus to attend board
meetings is just too busy. He may need more help or he may need
to delegate details to other employees. Mutual confidence and com-
plete understanding between board and manager are necessary for
smooth operation of a cooperative.
How can directors keep their cooperative from becoming a
"one man" organization?
When a strong individual occupies the posItIon of manager, or
sometimes chairman of the board, he occasionally tends to dominate
the other members of the management team. Some cooperatives adopt
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a policy of requiring expenditures above a certain figure to be approved
in ad ance by the board and of requiring regular accounting.
How can directors prevent the manager from taking over
the policy making functions belonging to the board?
If the management team is to work smoothly, ea,cl). member must
play his part. Just as one player on a baseball nine cannot be pitcher
and at the same time catch~r, the board and manager of a cooperative
must each perform their respective functions. Good judgment, tact,
diplomacy and good humor are needed in working out the manager-
director relationship. Directors should not be "yes men" or "rubber
tamps," simply approving everything done or proposed by the manager.
either should they be "bull headed" and object to every action taken
or proposal made by the manager. It is just as bad when directors
are 'bu y, bodie" and try to administer details of the cooperative
bu ine s. When managers try to direct or directors attempt to operate
the bu ine s, they iolate very fundamental principles of organization
and confusion and loss to the association will result.
n alert and aggressive manager, being close to the daily operating
problem , can be ery helpful to the board in their policy making. He
can upply them with technical information on which they can base
their action. Likewise, the members of the board can help a manager
by coun eling with him 'and giving him the benefit of their collective
busine s experience.
Why is it unwise for close relatives of directors or the
manager to be steadily employed by a co-op?
Finding employees who will work efficiently and faithfully for
the cooperative is probably the o. 1 job of management. It is good
a3m:nistrafon for the board to elect the manager and to permit him
to choose his helpers, with the approval of the board. The board may
la down policies to guide their manager and themselves in hiring
employees.
One good polic would prohibit the employment on a steady basis
of a close relati e of a director or the m<;mager. Efficient business
operation require that any employee, unable or unwilling to perform
hi job, may be removed. Di charging a person is not easy under
ordinary circum tances. When it is complicated by- ties of blood or
marriage, displacing a misfit employee may cause a 'serious rift in the
urganization. A good rule is: "Don't hire anyone yo~ c:an't fire."
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How much salary can directors afford to pay a good
manager?
The manager is the "spark plug" of the cooperative. ,Poor maH-
agers are expensive at any salary and good one may be cheap at high
salaries. A number of a sociation pay a moderate fi ed alary plus
a percentage of the net saving above a certain amount. Thi gives
the manager an incentive to operate the bu ine economically. Pinch-
ing the manager's salary may re ult in ecret arrangements between
the manager and those who are willing to offer a commi ion "on the
side" to get the business of the association.
Directors~Responsihilitie to Their
Creditor
Who in a cooperative has authority to borrow money, sign
notes, loan agreement, mortgages, etc., in connection with
obtaining a loan?
Creditors usually require a resolution from the board of directors
authorizing the borrowing of money before making a loan. The actual
signing of note ,deed of trust, loan agreements, etc. L delegated by
the board to its officers. Employee are often authorized to ign
checks but they must be properly bonded.
What reports and informatio n should be furnished to the
creditor?
Usually a creditor will ask for financial statements at regular
intervals and for an annual audit report. If the a ociation' charter
or by-laws are amended, copies of uch amendment hould be upplied
to the creditor.
When officers of a co-op sign a note to borrow funds for
the association are they personally liable for repayment of
the loan?
If they sign as officers of the corporation they do not as ume
individual liability for the debt. orne creditor still a k director to
endorse the association's .note individually, in which ca e they do
hecome personally liable for repaying the loan.
What should directors do if conditions prevent the meeting
~f an installment or an obligation when due?
The least the board can do under such circum tances is to talk
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the matter over with the creditor before the obligation is due and to
arrange, if possible, an extension of the maturity. Prompt answering
of important mail will help the business reputation of any cooperative.
Director are entirely within their authority if they insist that employees
handle promptly all important mail, such as communication from their
creditor , their insurance companies, and the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue.
Directors' Responsibilities to Fellow
Board Members
What is the duty of a director when he finds himself in
disagreement with a motion or proposal before the board?
He hould peak up freely, stating hi view and his reasons for
di agreement. When the matter come to a vote, he should vote his
oppo ition unless the discu ion has changed his position. After the
vote, if a majority favors passage of the measure, the minority should
go along with the majority and present a solid board so far as em-
ployee , the membership, and those outside the association are con-
cerned.
If legal or moral issues are involved in a measure before
the board, what should a director do?
He should attempt to how his fellow directors that the proposal
is unwise and even ask for time for legal counsel. If he is voted down,
the Cooperative Marketing ct provide for submitting certain matter
to the membership for final decision.
How can directors hold their board meetings to reasonable
length?
Members of the board are usually close friends. When friends
get together, there is a temptation to visit and discuss matters which
do not pertain to the association's business. The chairman of the
board can reduce time consumed in visiting if he will call his group
to order frequently and push the business before the board. An out-
line of the order of busine and a definite plan for the meeting will
re ult in accompli hing more in les time than a haphazard meeting.
A suggested order of business is given on page 34 of this handbook
Some boards use committees to make preliminary investigations and
thereby reduce the time required of the full board.
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How important is having a quorum at board meetings?
By-laws usually provide that a majority of the directors constitute
a quorum. If a quorum is not present, the board cannot take action
bindirig the association. Any directors personally or financially in-
terested in a rriktter being considered may not count in making a
quorum. Directors °may not vote by proxy.
How often should directors hold meetings?
This varies, of coyrse. Meetings should be held often enough
that the directors can keep closely in touch with the business. By-laws
often provide for monthly meetings, but it is sometimes necessary for
directors to meet every few days. Some cooperatives serving large
areas use an executive committee from the board to handle matters
coming up between regular board meetings. The executive committee
reports it action to the board.
How long should an individual serve as director of a
cooperative?
There is, of course, no single answer to this question. Some men
have served as directors for many years and are still alert, active and
valuable to the association. Certainly there are disadvantages in too
frequent a change in directors. It takes time and study to develop a
good director. On the other hand, some rotation qn the board, permit-
ting "new blood" to come into the leadership, should be made before
the association suffers from "hardening of the arteries."
The cooperative corporation lives on even after its organizers and
early leaders pass. The aging director can make a lasting contribution
to his association by training-young leadership and placing increasing
responsibilities on the men who will direct the cooperative in future
years.
A few associations have "j unior boards" which often sit with
the board, listen and participate in discussions, but whose members
do not vote. This plan has possibilities for leadership training.
Should directors be paid for their time spent in attending
directors' meetings?
Most successful cooperatives are built by the efforts and sacrifice
of a few leaders. Many days and nights of work and planning are
contributed by these men 0 without thought of direct pay. Young
organizations are often unable to pay the actual expenses of directors.
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When a ociations reach a point where their budget will perfilt, it is
nothing more than right that directors be reimbur~ed for their expenses
in attending meetings. Any payments or expense allowance must be
sanctioned by the membership.
What authority does the individuallJirector have when not
in a properly convened board meeting?
director has no executi e functions ti-nless action of the board
has conferred such authority on him. Only in legally convened board
meetings do directors have authority to act for the cooperative. The
individual director who gives directions to the manager or other em-
ployee i acting both without authority and in violation of good
organization practice.
Can directors hold a board meeting by telephone or
without assembling as a board?
Directors and board members can act as a board only when they
are as embled as such. If they act as individuals outside of a formal
meeting, they are not acting as a board. Many minor matters may
be agreed upon without a formal meeting of the board. It is well to
bring up uch matters at the next board meeting, have the action
ratified and recorded in the minutes.
What is the bnportance of keeping minutes of board
meetings?
Minutes of board meetings should form a record of the action
taken on all important business of the cooperative. Authority given
to officers or emplo ees should be clearly set forth in the minutes.
The absence of awritten record leads to error and misunderstanding.
Frequent! , directors meet in an automobile or in the shade of a
tree on the turnrow. 'Vriting material may not be available. The
ecretary of the board should reduce the proceedings to writing as
quickly as possible and the written record should be presented for
consideration of the board at its next meeting. Otherwise, memories
of action taken may differ. Minutes can play an important part in
connection with contracts, loans and eligibility for exemption from
Federal income ta. Minutes should be preserved in a suitable book
for permanent records. By-laws, charter and the letter of exemption
from the Commis ioner of Internal Revenue should be copied into
the minute book.
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If a director ceases to be eligible for membership, doe he
become ineligible for the position of director?
The statutes require that a director be a stockholder or a member.
He loses his directorship when he ceases to be a member.
Directors' Responsihilitie to the State
And Federal Governments
What responsibilities do directors have to the state?
The Texas legislature passed the "Cooperative Marketing Act,"
giving farmers' cooperatives legal statu. This law defines cooperative
and sets forth their purposes, power and method of government. With
reference to directors, the Act reads: "The affairs of the a ociation
shall be managed by a board of not less than five directors elected by
the members or stockholders from their own number." Clearly~ the
directors are responsible for seeing that the a ociation complie with
the various provisions of the statutes. The Cooperative Marketing
Act is simply written and can be read in a half hour. Copies of the
Act may be obtained without cost from the tate Department of
Agriculture, Austin, Texas.
What fees are due the state from a farmers' cooperative?
The Act provides for the payment to the tate Department of
Agriculture of an annual license fee of 10.00, after which the as 0-
ciation "shall be exempt from all franchise or license taxes." Coop-
eratives pay state, county, city and school district taxe just a the
business would if it were operated for commercial purpo es.
What respor.-sibilities do directors have to the federal
government?
The ational Congress has also passed law regulating coopera-
tives. There are many laws governing all bu ine and it i the respon-
sibility of the board of directors to see that the association is 0 oper-
ated that it observes the laws specifically applying to cooperatives and
also those laws pertaining to business in general and conducts it elf
as a good citizen.
How can directors be sure that their association meets all
requirements for exemption from federal income taxes?
An association set up by a group of farmers to provide themselve
with a cooperative service on a non-profit basis should have no diffi-
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culty complying with the requirements. Briefly stated, the association
must meet the following requirements:
1. The organization must be a farmers', fruit growers', or like
association, organized and operated on a cooperative basis
for the purpose of
(a) Marketing the products of members or other producers,
or
(b) Purchasing supplies and equipment for the use of mem-
bers or other persons.
2. Member and non-member patrons must be treated alike.
3. Value of business done with non-members must not exceed
the value of business with members, and the value of purchases
of supplies and equipment by persons who are neither members
nor producers shall not exceed 15 percent of the value of
purchases by all patrons.
4. Permanent records of the patronage and equity interests of
all members and non-members must be maintained.
5. Financial reserves are restricted to those required by State
laws or to those that are reasonable and necessary.
6. If the association is organized on a capital share basis, sub-
stantially all of the voting stock must be held by producers
who are currently patronizing the association.
7. Dividend rate on capital shares must not exceed the legal
rate of interest in the State of incorporation, or 8 percent per
year, whichever is the greater, based on the value of the
consideration for which the capital share was issued.
8. The legal structure of the organiza.tion must be cooperative
in character and contain no provisions inconsistent with these
requirements, and the association ~ust be actually operated in
the manner and for the purposes outlined in the requirements.
Once a letter of exemption has been received by an
association do the directors of a cooperative have
any further responsibility to the Bureau of
Internal Revenue?
Yes. Exemption depends on continued operation as presented
at the time the letter of exemption is written. Any important change
in the operation of the cooperative should be reported to the com-
missioner and an annual information return, Treasury Department
Form 990, is required of all exempt cooperatives.
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Directors' Responsibilities to the Public
Since farmers' cooperatives are set up to serve themselves,
why should directors be concerned about the attitude of
the public toward them?
Public opinion is a powerful force. If the public does not have
correct information about the purposes and method of operation of
farmers' cooperatives, it is easily influenced by misinformation. Com-
pared' to commercial corporations, which were known to the Greeks
and Romans centuries before the Christian era, farmers' cooperatives
are very new. People are often suspicious of new ideas, new organi-
zations and new methods of doing business.
Speaking generally, fanners' cooperatives have done a rather poor
job of telling town and city folks that a successful cooperative i good
not only for farmers who belong to it, but for the public. The benefit
to non-farmers may be in a steady upply of farm product, in higher
quality of produce or in more prosperou farm familie with mone
to spend with local business men.
A continued hostile public opinion can re ult in legal re trictions
being placed on farmers' cooperative which will eriou ly hamper
their operation.
How can directors give the public correct information
about their cooperative?
Each board of directors must decide on how it will inform its
neighbors about the cooperative. A number of Texas associations have
worked out some effective plans. Many of them invite the local busi-
nessmen to the annual barbecue and arrange to have some one explain
how the c09perative benefits the community. More than one has
called on a local banker at the annual meeting to pass out patronage
refund checks. Busine s men like to see their customer with extra
money to spend.
One association paid its refunds in silver dollars and eery bu ine s
and professional man in the community wa reminded many time that
he, too, shared in the benefits of the cooperative.
Some associations have their manager or the chairman of the board
join service clubs and other business organizations.
Friendly relations with the school uperintendent and the voca-
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tional agriculture teacher often bring opportunities to tell the coop-
erative's story to the chool children.
Arrangement can often be made to have someone friendly to the
cooperative appear before parent-teacher associations, church groups,
women's clubs or other organizations made up largely of town and
city people.
County and local newspapers are usually more friendly to coop-
eratives than big city newspapers. Editors can be extremely helpful
to cooperatives in getting their story to the public.
Radio is being used by an increasing number of cooperatives to
reach audiences of non-farm people.
Perhaps the most effective method of giving people in the com-
munity correct ideas regarding a cooperative is to have the members
and all employees fully informed and prepared to give intelligent and
convincing answers to the questions of those who seek information
and to those who wish to be critical. Directors may wish to use a
number of different method of giving the public correct information
about their cooperati e. program of this kind, to be effective, must
be continuous.
To what extent should a cooperative, an organization of
farmers, take part in the business life of the community?
Cooperatives are often criticized by other businesses for not par-
ticipating in programs for community improvement. Too often, the
facilities owned by the cooperative do not present an attractive appear-
ance. Liberal use of paint, regular cleaning of the premises and the
planting of a few shrubs and flowers will make the members as well
a other in the community think more of the cooperative.
When the finance of the cooperative permit, it is usually good
polic to sub cribe to worthy movements to improve the communit .
It i not uncommon for public spirited cooperatives to participate
in programs sponsored b the county agricultural agent or the voca-
tional teacher by helping to finance some of the educational activitie
of the 4-Hand FF boy.
Cooperative are a part of the business life of the community.
They enjoy certain privileges and must assume corresponding re-
spon ibilities. It is the duty of the directors to see that this is done.
Cooperative director should not however become easy marks for those
soliciting funds. Any money they give away belongs to the patrons.
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Can directors ignore competitive businesses in setting
operating policies for their cooperative?
Occasionally this is attempted and always with bad results. The
cooperative should try to remain on friendly terms with its competitors,
if possible. Successful cooperatives set their charges for goods and
services in line with other businesses in the field. A number of very
excellent marketing cooperatives make no more than a nominal advance
for produce delivered and settle with the growers only after final sale
is made and deductions are made for costs, reserves, and capital
building retains.
Price cutting hurts the cooperative more than it hurts the com-
petitor. It gives the cooperative a bad name in the community and,
if continued, it weakens the financial structure of the organization
and makes it an easy victim of its competitors, some of whom can
last much longer than the cooperative in a price war.
The cooperative has other ways to attract and hold its patrons.
Let it do the' best job in the community of ginning cotton, marketing
grain, drying rice, packing fruit or providing high quality supplies for
its patrons. Let it set the highest of standards for honest weights, fair
dealing and truthful reports to its patrons. If these benefits to be
received from the cooperative are kept before the patrons, they will
not ask for price cutting.
What can directors do if a person makes false statements
about a co-op?
Article 5761 of the Texas Cooperative Marketing Act reads: "Any
person or persons or any corporation whose officers or employes
knowingly induce or attempt to induce any member or stockholder
of an association organized hereunder to breach his marketing contract
with the association, or who maliciously and knowingly spread false
reports about the finances or management thereof shall be liable to
the association aggrieved thereby in a civil suit for damages suffered
in three times the amount of actual damage proven for each offense."
This protection is seldom used but its existence has often had a
good effect on those who would misrepresent cooperatives.
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Cooperative Term
The meaning of words and phrases frequently used
in connection with cooperatives
AS OCI TIO -This term is often used to de ignate a farmers'
cooperative, ociety or mutual business.
COOPERATIVE- farmers' cooperative is a group of agricultural
producers incorporated to provide off-the-farm services for the
members on a mutual non-profit basis. Whatever savings are
effected through the association are distributed according to
patronage. There is a wide variety of services perforrr.ed by
cooperative, such as ginning cotton, handling and marketing
grain, proce ing milk, purchasing feed, seed, fertilizer and other
farm supplie. "Association" and "society" are often used some-
what interchangeably to denote the mutual features of a coop-
erative.
DIRECTOR-One of a board elected by the members of a cooperative
to direct and manage the affairs of the corporation.
DIVIDE D-Refer to the rate of return paid by the cooperative on
the member ' invested capital. By tatute this rate may not exceed
8 % and in actual practice it usually runs 4 % or 5 %. It repre-
sents a "rea onable wage" for capital and not profit on invest-
ment. Distribution made on patronage is often called a "dividend"
but "refund" is a more accurate term.
MANAGER-The executive head of a cooperative, employed and
directed by the board of directors and accounting to the board.
MEMBER-The term "member" shall include actual members of the
associations without capital stock and holders of common stock
in associations organized with capital stock, according to the
Cooperative Marketing Act. The terms "member," "stockholder"
and "shareholder" are each used to designate the people who
make up a farmers' cooperative and participate in its control.
MEMBER EQUITIES-Is a term often used in financial statements
of cooperatives as the equivalent of "net worth" in commercial
businesses. It includes such items as the members' stock, revolv-
ing fund certificates and equity in reserves.
ET MARGI or ET AVI G-Represents the margins between
the amount received by the cooperative and the cost of doing
business.
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o E MEMBER-O E VOTE-Is a rule generally followed in farm-
ers' cooperatives in elections and deciding matters presented to
the membership for action. Members vote as individuals, rather
than as the holders of investment capital.
OPERATI G STATEME T-Is more descriptive than "profit and
loss statement" when referring to the operations and margins
of a cooperative.
PATRO -Has come to have a special meaning in identifying those
who do business with a cooperative. A patron is more than a
customer since he shares in any savings made by the cooperative.
Both members and non-members are included among patrons.
The patronage refund is one of the chief marks of distinction
between cooperatives and commercial businesses.
PATRO AGE REFUND-Is a return to the patrons of the net aving
of the cooperative on the basis of the business each did. A coop-
erative deliberately plans to underpa patrons for the produce
it markets for them and to overcharge for farm supplies or services
it purchases for them. The patronage refund is a means' of re-
turning these accumulated under and over payments to the right-
ful owners. "Refund" describes this operation better than "divi-
dend" or "rebate."
PROFIT-Is a term often applied to the net margins accumulated in
a cooperative. on-profit associations naturally do not make
profits for themselves, but they make profit for the farmer by
increasing the net returns from produce proces~ed and marketed
and reducing the net cost of farm supplies purchased.
REVOLVI G CAPITAL-A method of increasing capital by leaving
patronage refunds or retains in the cooperative and issuing evi-
dences of indebtedness to members for a certain number of years
or until a certain amount of capital is acquired, after which each
year's current margins are used in retiring patrons' equities in
the order in which they accrued.
STOCK-Common stock, preferred stock, certificates of equity-each
refer to investment in the cooperative's capital structure. Common
stock usually carries the voting right while other evidences of
investment do not.
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_________________________________ A . ociation
Balance heet a oL 19----
A et - What we own and have due us) -----
Cash, amount due from patron and the
trade, inventories and upplies 000.00
Land, building, machinery, truck and
equipment used in busine s 000.00
Other as et., tocks, bonds, prepaid
in urance and an a set not shown above 000.00
This is
what we
own
TOTAL ET 000.00 ~---
Liabilities-(What we owe)
Account payable, mone we owe members or
other for commoditie ,good or services _
ote payable for mone we owe _
Accrual of taxes, interest, pa rons, etc.
accrued but not paid _
Fixed liabilities, mortgage or other long-term
debt _
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
Thi i
what we
owe
TOTAL LIABILITJE $ 000.00 ~---
Patron' and tockholder' Equitie -
(what patron and tockholder have invested
in our as ociation) ------,
Common and Preferred tock-par value _
Other equitie , book credit re er e , etc. _
TOTAL LI BILITIE
P TRO EQ ITIE
D
000.00
000.00
000.00
Thi i our
equity in
the co-op
The a ociation' auditor can quickly take the proper figures from his audit
report and adapt this balance heet to fit your association. It can then be copied on
a blackboard in advance of the meeting or it may be duplicated and placed in the
hands of each patron while it is being explained.
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Statement of Operations and Margin
of Association, a Marketing and Processing Cooperative
For the Year Ending 19 _
I
-1,
000.00
Our co-op's
Gross
Margins
Undistributed proceeds ----------------------
GROSS MARGI S or proceed from marketing and proce ing ----------r,
Marketing revenue (amount received
from sale of products for patrons) $ 000.00
Less: Advances made to patrons on
products marketed -'-__ 000.00
I
-1,
$ 000.00
$ 000.00
Our co-op's
Expenses
et proceeds from marketing _
Total Cost of Marketing _
EXPE SES-(Cost of marketing) -------.--------
Salaries and wages -----------------------------$ 000.00 l
Repairs and supplies 000.00
Office Expense ._ 000.00
Sales Expense__________________________________ 000.00
Depreciation 000.00
Insurance and bonds____________________________ 000.00
Taxes ~_________________________ ooo~o
Telephone and telegraph 000.00
Other expenses_________________________________ 000.00
ET MARCI S or savings for patrons __
Other revenue
Interest - $ 000.00
Rent ~___________ 000.00
Storage 000.00
Handling charges 000.00
Miscellaneous 000.00
Total other revenue _
Our co-op's
et
Margins
I
-1,
$ 000.00
et Margins or proceeds available
for allocation to patrons _
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$ 000.00
tatement of Operations and Margins
oL Association, a Purchasing Cooperative
For the Year Ending --= 19 _
GROSS MARGINS
Patrons' purchases
Cost of purchases:
Inventory at beginning $ 000.00
Goods purchased during period____ 000.00
$ 000.00
Less inventory at end of period____ 000.00
Total cost of purchases . _
$ 000.00
Our co-op;s
Gross
Margins
000.00
Gross margin on purchases $
EXPENSES- (Cost of operating the co-op)
Less: Expenses
Salaries and wages $ 000.00
Repairs and supplies______________ 000.00
Office ~x~ense-------------------- 000.00
DeprecIatIOn 000.00
Insurance and bonds______________ 000.00
Taxes 000.00
Telephone and Telegraph__________ 000.00
Other 000.00
000.00 ~---
I
Our co-op's
Expenses
Total Expenses $ 000.00 ~----'
ET MARGINS
et Operating Margin $ 000.00
Other Revenue
Interest $ 000.00
Rent 000.00 .
Miscellaneous 000.00
000.00
Net margins available for
Our co-op's
Net
Margins
allocation to patrons $ 000.00 ~---
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Bales
Ginned
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
Total
Average
Merchandi e
Purchased
Produce
Marketed
Total Patron'
Equitie
et Margin
For Year
orne such report as i ugge ted b.l the table above rna be placed on a black-
board or mimeographed for di tribution at a member hip meeting. It give member
a chance to observe the year-to-year progres of the a ociation. It i ju t a impor-
tant that members have this information when the table reflect a downward trend
in volume or margins as when the trend i upward.
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A Director' Pledge
I pledge to do my best for the cooperative association that has elected
me to serve in a position of honor and trust.
I will:
Above all things be honest and diligent.
Place the interests of the association above my own p~rsonal interests.
Give as careful attention to the affairs of the cooperative as I give to
my own business.
Give the necessary time to board meetings and other deliberations.
tudy the business and problems of the association, and the broader
considerations that affect its welfare.
Strive for continued and increased efficiency in the association.
Be prompt and attentive at all meetings of the directors so that there
is no loss of valuable time.
Do independent and careful thinking, express my honest opinion, and
not be a rubber stamp.
Be open-minded and a teamworker and realize that the individual views
of board members cannot always prevail.
Remember that the majority rules and that the minority must fall in line.
Present the views of the board of directors to fellow members, rather
than my own, whenever I speak for the association.
trive to keep this a members' cooperative and not let it become a
directors' or manager's cooperative.
Represent the association in its entirety and not just the members from
my community.
Do all in my power to have the association controlled democratically,
including the election of directors.
Welcome new ideas or "new blood" as a means of keeping life in the
association and the service to the patrons at a high level.
Do everything possible to inform members and patrons of established
policies and programs of the association.
Be a good listener to the reactions of the members and patrons as a
means of better shaping the policies of the association.
Curb emotion and apply reason and common sense to all problems.
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ew business
Good of the order
Report of special committee .
Unfinished business.
I will not:
Consider myself indispensable.
Expect any special privileges from the a sociation because I am a
director.
Become financially intere ted in any business or agency that has intere ts
adverse to those of the association.
Interfere with the management, but will limit my elf to the formulation
of business and management policies.
Approve the employment of close relatives of directors and executives
in the association.
Di cuss the affairs of the association with employees, other than the
management, unless delegated by the board of directors to do o.
Carry grudges against other directors, the management, employees,
members or patrons.
Prepared by W. H. Dankers, Extension Economist in Marketing,
University Farm, St. Paul 8, Minnesota
SUGGESTED ORDER OF BUSI "ESS FOR A
DIRECTORS'MEETI G
1. Roll Call
2. Reading and approving of minutes of the last meeting or any
other unapproved minutes.
3. Report of officers and regular committees, reading of com-
munications to the board.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. Adjournment
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